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Part 1.
Recent updates

Q3’19



Q3’19 Highlights

1. Data Enrichment: find your candidates in 
AmazingHiring and enrich their info with our database 
quickly and easily.

2. Manage your folders more efficiently with our new 
features:

- Search in folder;
- Comments on folder.
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Data Enrichment 

Easy!

Just upload a CSV file with 
incomplete data on candidates 
you want to enrich: email, phone 
number, links to social and 
professional networks indexed 
by our system.

Want to get more info about your candidates or quickly 
find them in AmazingHiring?  
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Find the enriched and 
updated profiles in an 
automatically created 
folder  

You will be notified of the 
results of your data enrichment
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➔ Update candidates’ data from your ATS
➔ Enrich lists of conference/hackathon attendees
➔ Get the most from your Github/ Stackoverflow/ LI 

network



Search in folder

Need to quickly find a particular candidate in your folder? Easy! Just use Search 
in folder to save your time on screening the candidates’ list. 



Now you can easily find necessary candidates within your 
folder based on some criteria. Just put them into the search 

query and set up the filters on the left.  



Market mapping is much easier with Search in folder as 
you can see the overall statistics of your folder by some 

criteria using the filters on the left side. 
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Comment on folder

Now you can 
always align with 
your colleagues’ 
work on other 
projects easier.

Check if there are any comments left on a candidate’s profile 
within different folders. 



Part 2.

Roadmap for Q4’19



We’ve been asked for an option to contact candidates 
directly from AmazingHiring and it’s almost here.

Gmail users already can create templates, use variables, 
format the text and track open and response rate in beta 
test regime. (Join it)

With the next iteration you’ll be able to create email 
sequences from your folder. 

Amazing, isn’t it?

Gmail Integration and Messaging
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- see and use your teammates’ templates
- format your text and use the variables 
- save your template 

After setting up the integration with Gmail,                                                    
you can create templates for different vacancies 



See the latest activity: if the candidate has opened 

or viewed your message, as well as replied to it.

Track your sent emails
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